We can play 3 types of content on Jumbotron
Live Video
Plug in up three live video cameras. We except a composite video feed, either
BNC, or RCA connections. For smaller cameras we also can use a mini plug to
RCA to get the signal in. We also have one SDI in connection. We may also be
able to except component 3 wire. If you have another format and can convert
down to one of the above-mentioned formats, we should be able to get a picture.
Note: if you have multiple cameras or a complex set up; please contact us to talk
further about your production needs.
VGA PC signal
VGA is a format typically put out by computers. We can plug in your PC box or
use ours. We have PPT loaded, but as you know, you risk a font issue when you
switch boxes. If you have a Mac and it has a Mini DisplayPort connection, we
carry a Mini DisplayPort to VGA connection that we have had some luck
displaying Macs on the jumbotron. That is the only support we have for Apple.
You must supply the Mac laptop. Older Macs did not support Mini DisplayPort
(pre-2010).
•
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Make 4:3 640 x 480 pixels
PPT use size 38 or larger fonts (Helvetica best)
Dark backgrounds white text best

DVD
We have a professional 1Tascam DV-D01U - DVD PLAYER. We can set a loop
command to play your video continuously. We ask that you set up entire video
on one timeline and burn as one long video. If you have a situation that you are
doing a live production and will cut from live speaker to a video segment and
back and forth, then you can put each of your videos on multiple clickable
chapters single DVD disk . Then provide Fire Up Video a scheduele of time you
want each to play
Complex video productions:
Generally when you have a stage show with multiple speakers, multiple cameras and multiple video rolls, it
will need a crew of professionals, who handle live productions with skill, precision and specialized
equipment. We can provide all the above, or you can send us a live feed from your video professional.
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